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Multi-, Inter- & Transdisciplinarity
Multidisciplinarity features several academic disciplines in a thematically based investigation with multiple goals
— essentially, studies “co-exist in a context”.

Historically, the first practical use of the multidisciplinary approach was during World War II
(‘military–industrial complex’). The Lockheed Aircraft Company set up its own special projects—
nicknamed the Skunk Works — in 1943 to develop the XP-80 jet fighter in just 143 days.
Examples: chemistry in flow, as a whole (will become monodisciplinary); microreaction
technology (simple scale effects).

Interdisciplinarity focus on addressing specific ‘real world’ system
problems and, as a result, the research process forces participants
(from a variety of unrelated disciplines) to cross boundaries to create
new knowledge. Essentially the major difference from multidisciplinarity lies in the level of integration and cooperation as this research
seeks to bridge disciplinary viewpoints.
Examples: tube-in-tube membrane reactors; enzyme cascade reactors.
Defining Terms for Integrated (Multi-Inter-Trans-Disciplinary) Sustainability Research
P. Stock, R.J.F. Burton Sustainability 3 (2011) 1090-1113.

Transdisciplinarity seek a transcendence of disciplinary perspectives (in some cases “redrawing the disciplinary map”) into a
broader framework in “true systemic fashion”, across the disciplines
and beyond each individual discipline. Transdisciplinarity is the
highest form of integrated project, involving not only multiple
disciplines, but also multiple non-academic participants. It redefine
problems outside normal boundaries and reach solutions based on
a new understanding of complex situations.
Examples: Flash chemistry, novel process windows, hybrid systems, artificial intelligence?
Defining Terms for Integrated
(Multi-Inter-Trans-Disciplinary)
Sustainability Research
P. Stock, R.J.F. Burton Sustainability 2011, 3, 1090-1113.

Project Management in the Belle Epoque
Paribas Banque
Commission visit,
14.07.1905

NOx from air through plasma
- Birkeland-Eyde Process (1903)
Two reports:
1) Secured favorable hydroelectric power rights and positive about capital
/ operational costs and the electric arc furnace.
2) Chemists evaluation - value of the fertilizer was indubitable; absorption
system could be further improved
“However we feel unable to complete our work without pointing out the
fertile innovation, the exceptional enterprise and the opportune boldness
the authors of this process, their employees and investors.”
http://www.hydro.com/en/About-Hydro/Our-history/1900---1917/1904-A-project-of-calibre/

Interdisciplinary Project Team for
Birkeland-Eyde Plasma Process (1903)

Factory of the Future – Industry’s Assembly Lines

Nature’s Factory – Assembly Lines in the Cell
Metabolic pathways - Cascade
catalysis in biosynthesis

S.B. Jones, B. Simmons, A. Mastracchio, D.W.C.
MacMillan, Nature 475 (2011) 183-188.

Signalling pathways - Cardiomyocyte involved
in the pathophysiology of heart failure

J.O. Mudd, D.A. Kass, Nature 451 (2008) 919-928.

Chemical Factory of Today – ChemParks

Process mass flow and energy
integration on chempark scale
for bulk chemicals

BASF Geismar Verbund site

Ideal Processing in Flow
• Transport intensification *

‘be at the right place; move fast’

• Chemical Intensification **,***

‘have the right energy, collision angle’

• Process-design intensification ****

‘keep your advance & maximize’
*

Microreaction technology

** Flow chemistry
“Snooker with Molecules”
A. Stankiewicz, TU Delft
ERC Advanced Grant 2010

*** Novel process windows
**** Continuous processing

I. Vural - Gursel, Q. Wang, V. Hessel, T. Noel, J. Lang, Chem. Eng. Technol. 25 (2012) 1184-1204.

Novel Process Windows

Continuous Multi-Step Flow Processing

Jensen, Trout, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013).

ONE-FLOW
From the state-of-the-art to a digital flow cascade machinery

Horizontal hierarchy

Enabling the best bio- and chemocatalysts working
hand in hand.
Produce 4 Top-list 2020 drugs trough flow
cascades.
• The Compartmentalized Smart
Factory
• The Green-Solvent Spaciant Factory
• The Systemic Operations Factory
• The Digital Machine-to-Machine
Factory (Internet of Chemical Things)
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Long-term vision and targeted breakthrough

Excellence

Create the technological equivalent of uninterrupted assembly
lines found in nature

• Cascades:
– Metabolic pathways
– Signalling pathways
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Develop of an automated digital machine-to-machine factory.
"Internet of Chemical Things"
SMART Objectives
1. Orthogonality will be ‘forced’.
2. Orthogonality will be proactively enforced
3. ONE-FLOW processing will be digitalized and transferred in a platform
technology.
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Research Outline
The Compartmentalized Smart Factory
Polymersomes

Methodology Innovation
Cascade 1: (Radboud U) combine metalenzyme catalysis in a biphasic system.
Cascade 2: a 3-enzyme cascade:
1. Each enzyme in an own
polymersome.
2. Different enzymes in the same
polymersome.

Organic Self-assembly
Challenges
• Disruption of metal-ligand architectures.
• Poison of the catalyst
• Undesired interactions in enzyme active site.
• Cascade enzyme needs to be engineered.
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The Green-Solvent Spaciant Factory
Structured Microfluidic Multiphases = Spaciants= Physical self-assembly
Innovation

Two kinds of structured microfluidic multiphases:
1. Regular ones in advanced segmented flow fashion (triple phases).
2. Functional ones: use of one or more smart green solvent

Methodology 1
• Heterogeneous slurries can enable a coflow operation.
• New fixation techniques will immobilize
three enzymes co-processed in one-flow.
Methodology 2
Use of spaciants to unify and separate
catalyst and products/reactants
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The Systemic Operations Factory
Innovation

Ultimate orthogonality means that all reactants of a cascade are
orthogonal and soluble in one phase.

Methodology
Use of computer-aided method based on the data bases to minimize the number of unit
operations as well as the operating conditions for a particular target molecule.
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The Digital Machine-to-Machine Factory
Innovation

Methodology

Control of complex synthetic multi-step flow processes.
Significantly higher level of machine-to-machine communication via
network connection.
Construction of a modular microcontroller device to digitally connect the
synthesis programs.

• Incorporation of in-line analytical
technologies into continuous
processes,
• Use of self-optimization algorithms.
• Digital approach to chemistry
enabled by a new modular
microcontroller device
• Prototype BlueBerry Muffin (BBM).
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The Fully Continuous Integrated Factory
“Process Intensification Award for Industrial Innovation 2015”
Methodology 1
MIC will choose laboratory components
out of its toolbox. The process selection
strategy follows a three-step fast-track
procedure: drivers’ identification, critical
parameters’ assessment and QbDrelevant map (fish methodology), and
technology comparison of the house
toolbox.
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Methodology 2
The combined process design data will form
an inventory sheet to explore sustainability.

P R O C E S S

R E A C T I O N

Green Chemistry Metrics
Atom Economy =

molecular weight of desired product
×100%
molecular weight of all products

% Carbon Efficiency =

amount of carbon in product (kg )
×100
total carbon present in reactants (kg )

total mass of waste (kg )
mass of product (kg )
total mass used in process or process step - mass of product (kg )
=
mass of product (kg )
E factor =

Solvent Rate =

mass of Solvent(kg )
mass of product (kg )

Mass Intensity =

mass of all materials used excluding water (kg)
mass of product (kg)

Process Mass Intensity =

total mass in a process or process step (kg)
mass of product (kg)

C. Jimenez-Gonzalez,
C.S. Ponder, Q.B.
Broxterman, J.B.
Manley Org. Process
Res. Dev. 15 (2011)
912–917.

